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Sue Clark relates her experience as a Barlow Robbins LLP trainee

I came into Law as a second career, having previously worked at British Airways for 
a large part of my working life. In every job, I had always been drawn to the legal 
side of business and I eventually decided to take the plunge and pursue the dream. 
A big step as I had three children, a mortgage and (thankfully) a very understanding 
husband!

I studied Law at the University of Surrey and threw myself into the course, taking every 
opportunity I could to gain valuable legal experience to boost my CV. I volunteered 
with the Surrey Law Centre and Guildford CAB; took part in mooting competitions; 
and undertook work experience with both solicitors and barristers to determine in 
which direction I wanted to go.  Despite having an extremely busy family life, I did 
everything I could to prepare myself for a legal career. I knew that I wanted to remain 
in the Hampshire/Surrey area and focussed my job search on full-service regional 
firms, which would allow me to experience a wide variety of high-quality work.

After graduating I wanted to keep the momentum of learning going so I immediately 
began studying the LPC full-time at the University of Law in Guildford. I chose 
to continue with areas of law which I had studied at undergraduate level e.g. 
Employment, Private Client and Personal Injury and Clinical Negligence as I realised that enjoyed the ‘personal’ side of 
law. It was a tough year, juggling studying with my other commitments, but at the end I felt I had risen to the challenge.

I joined Barlow Robbins in 2013, in a temporary support role within the Personal Injury and Clinical Negligence team in 
Guildford, but my extensive previous work-experience stood me in good stead to make myself indispensable. I quickly 
took on more responsibility and gained valuable legal experience within my role.  I began assuming more a more hands-
on role within the Court of Protection team, supporting clients who lack mental capacity to manage their financial 
affairs, through Court appointed Deputyships. This involved not only the clients themselves, but also their families who 
have been placed in difficult situations through no fault of their own. It was a supportive role, which required patience, 
empathy and understanding of the client’s position. I have a personal interest in Special Educational Needs and the rights 
of the disabled and I felt I was in a position to really make a difference.

Working at the firm gave me an insight into the ethos of Barlow Robbins. I felt comfortable in the firm from the first 
day and soon become a permanent member of staff. At the same time I applied for a Training Contract within the firm. 
During the selection process, I felt I was regarded as an individual, not just a number, and I was delighted to be given 
a Training Contract for two years hence.  I was happy to remain working for the firm in the interim and gained further 
valuable experience as a Court of Protection Executive in a field in which I really had an interest.

When the Training Contract started, my first seat was in PI/Clinical Negligence. Now at last I was a Trainee Solicitor! 
Supporting claimants, I was able to become involved at all stages of the litigation process: from the outset, when 
clients and families are still dealing emotionally with the sudden change in their circumstances; through the information 
gathering stage which can involve detailed medical records and witness statements; and eventually to the negotiation 
and final litigation stages. I felt I could play a real part in getting justice for our clients.

My second seat was in the Employment team in our Woking office.  A very different pace to my first seat. It was a fast 
moving atmosphere and our clients were often very commercially aware and experienced in the field of litigation. Their 
expectations were high and it was satisfying to be able to meet and often exceed their high standards.  I was based in an 
office with my Supervising Partner which enabled me to become immersed in his skilful and careful consideration of the 
matters in hand.  Advising companies, employers and individuals, the variety of work provided great experience. I soon 
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became familiar with the files and was able to provide a supporting role in the success of the department. This included 
liaising with clients, researching points of law; drafting detailed correspondence between parties; and accompanying a 
client and Counsel to an Employment Tribunal hearing.

My third seat has been within the Private Wealth and Tax department in Guildford, mainly non-contentious work, which 
is very different in the nature of the clients and worktypes.  I have enjoyed the high level of client contact and learning 
about the clients and their varied and individual situations. Working in an open-plan office it has been easy to become 
immersed in the different aspects of law. Being part of the legal discussions which frequently take place in the department 
has helped to expand my knowledge very quickly. As many of our clients are high net worth individuals, the work has 
involved becoming familiar with trusts, investments and high value property transactions. Drafting Wills, Lasting Powers 
of Attorney and managing the Probate and Estate administration for clients has proved to be really interesting.

The Training Contract is well-managed and mid and end of seat reviews are held with Supervising Partners and Training 
Principals to provide the trainee with feedback on their performance within each seat and to identify any learning 
requirements. As a member of Law South Barlow Robbins, together with a number of other similar sized regional 
firms, is able to provide excellent training courses in addition to the Professional Skills Courses which are a mandatory 
requirement of the Training Course. Trainees meet and learn alongside trainees from the other firms, which is a great way 
to expand their professional network.

A good work/life balance is quite easy to achieve within the firm.  To have the variety and quality of work in such an 
environment is relatively rare within the legal profession. Of course, some matters do have urgent deadlines which 
require work outside of normal hours, but it is unusual to see staff in the office after 6pm.

The firm actively encourages staff to get involved in networking, marketing, and knowledge based events. There is an 
active social committee, responsible for a variety of year-round events including wine-tasting; Christmas and Summer 
parties; and quiz nights. The Corporate Social Responsibility committee ensures that we give something back to our local 
community and every year a charity is chosen to benefit from the various fund raising events which take place.

Barlow Robbins has provided me with a high quality Training contract with wide-range of excellent opportunities to 
expand my knowledge and gain the experience I need become a confident and qualified solicitor. I’m really looking 
forward to my future with the firm.  


